Attorneys Beware: The Publishing of Judicial Pleadings to the Press and on
the Internet May Lose Their Previously Privileged Status and Provide Exposure for
Defamation Far Beyond What is Contemplated

In today’s world with the proliferation of social networking sites like Twitter and
Facebook and twenty four hour news channels on television and the internet the
expectation of the media and the public is that they will have unfiltered, instant access to
newsworthy information. The non-biased publishing of judicial pleadings by the news
media may enjoy certain public interest privileges, however, attorneys and others who
assist in facilitating this exchange of information may not be so fortunate. Attorneys that
accommodate this lust for information by providing judicial pleadings to the press and on
the internet may find themselves and their firms named in claims for defamation by the
very parties they originally sued. This especially applies if the attorney utilizes the
pleadings as a litigation tool by transmitting them to the news source without solicitation,
uploads the pleadings onto their firm’s website without publishing the opposing parties’
responsive pleadings, or interjects their own biased commentary regarding the judicial
pleadings when interviewed by the press.
In Sunstar Ventures, LLC. v. Tigani1, the Superior Court for Delaware, New
Castle County, followed federal law in recognizing that the publishing of a judicial
pleading to the press extinguishes the absolute litigation privilege.2 In recognizing the
privilege is waived when pleadings are published to parties like the press with no
connection to the judicial proceeding the Superior Court followed the rule in Delaware
set forth in Barker v. Huang3 that the absolute judicial privilege will not protect an
attorney who wishes to litigate his case in the press.4 With this decision Delaware joins
the overwhelming majority of states that have adopted such a position.5 Furthermore,
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attorneys who decide to enlist the press or utilize the internet as a litigation tool should be
aware that their potential exposure from defamation suits may come from parties that
were not previously named in the underlying lawsuit and may extend to other attorneys in
the firm besides the attorney who submitted the pleading to the press.
Defamation Actions

The common law tort of defamation comes from the recognition that “[r]eputation
and honor are no less precious to good men than bodily safety and freedom. In some
cases they are dearer than life itself. It is needful for the peace and welfare of a civilized
commonwealth that the laws should protect the reputation as well as the person of the
citizen.”6 A communication is defamatory “if it tends to so harm the reputation of another
as to lower him in the estimation of the community or deter third persons from
associating or dealing with him.”7 Liability for written defamation known as libel is
typically broader than oral communication known as slander.8

In Delaware, a prima facie claim for Defamation requires “1) a false and
defamatory communication concerning the plaintiff; 2) publication of the communication
to third parties; 3) understanding of the defamatory nature of the communication by the
third party, 4) fault on the part of the publisher, and 5) injury to the plaintiff.9 As long as
the above elements are met a plaintiff has plead a prima facie case of defamation whether
the defamatory conduct occurs in a boardroom or a courtroom.

Defamation typically is not actionable without a specific showing of monetary
loss known as special damages.10 However, there are four types of defamation, known as
defamation per se, where special damages are not required. These include statements
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which: "(1) malign one in a trade, business or profession, (2)impute a crime, (3) imply
that one has a loathsome disease, or (4) impute unchastity to a woman.11 Accusing an
attorney of any act that imputes dishonesty is defamatory per se.12 Punitive damages may
also be awarded in defamation actions if malice can be proven showing that the defendant
knew, should have known, or proceeded recklessly that the defamatory language was
false.13
Besides truth, there may be other defenses to an action for defamation.14 Absolute
and qualified privileges are affirmative defenses to defamation that set forth interests
which society recognizes as superior to that of one’s own reputation. However, the
application of these interests must be narrowly tailored to serve the purpose for which
they were created. If the privilege no longer serves the purpose for which it was created,
it is waived. When pleadings are drafted as part of a judicial proceeding any defamatory
language within the pleadings is protected by the absolute judicial privilege, otherwise
known as the absolute litigation privilege. 15 The publishing of these pleadings to parties
and on forums unconnected with the judicial proceeding typically extinguishes the
absolute litigation privilege. However, the publishing of filed pleadings by non-litigant
parties under certain conditions may still enjoy protection under the more limited,
qualified fair report privilege.16

A.

The Absolute Litigation Privilege.

The absolute litigation privilege is a common law privilege that has been
embraced “uniformly by state and federal courts.”17 The privilege protects judges,
attorneys, witnesses, and parties from the threat of defamation suits as long as the
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communication was made in the course of a judicial proceeding and was relevant to a
matter at issue. 18 The privilege serves the purpose of allowing the free flow of
information between persons involved in a judicial proceeding.19 The privilege also
extends to communications made outside the courtroom made in the course of discovery
or settlement negotiations even though there is a greater potential for abuse.20 The
strength of the litigation privilege is that it is impenetrable as long as the communication
in some way pertains to the subject litigation.
The privilege has even been extended to circumstances outside the litigation
proceeding including pre-filing and post trial communications, and to quasi-judicial
administrative proceedings.21 However, with such a broad application of the privilege,
courts are vigilante to ensure that the communication was made as part of, or in
furtherance of the underlying judicial or quasi-judicial proceeding and that adequate
procedural safeguards are in place. Adequate procedural safeguards typically include that
a legally cognizable tribunal was conducting the proceeding, that there was an
opportunity to call and cross examine witnesses, and that the injured party was able to
present their side of the story.22
However, even with the broad application of the absolute privilege, there have
been attempts to expand its scope. It has been argued in the courts that the absolute
privilege should extend to providing pleadings to the press and on the internet. Some
litigants have asserted that it is part of an attorney’s ethical duty to zealously represent
their client by engaging the press and using the internet as a litigation tool. Others have
argued that the pleading is a public document and that providing the document to the
press is only facilitating the exchange of information they are already entitled to.
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However, with very limited exceptions, these arguments have been rejected since the
press and the internet lack the proper connection to the underlying judicial proceeding
and are at most only concerned citizens and forums.23
The Resourceful Slanderer Argument
Early on the Courts recognized that extending the absolute litigation privilege to
publishing judicial pleadings to the press provided too much opportunity for abuse.24 The
courts made it clear that attorneys were free to publish pleadings to the press, but they did
so at their own risk.25 The first cases addressing the publication of a judicial pleading to
the press focused primarily on the motive of the publisher with an eye on the underlying
purpose of the absolute litigation privilege. In Bradley v. Hartford Acc.& Indem. Co.,26
the California Court of Appeals, addressed the issue of a plaintiff who apparently brought
a fabricated lawsuit for the sole purpose of invoking a privilege to publish the underlying
pleading to the press. The Court found that filing a judicial pleading did not provide a
“full scale, blanket authorization to republish the [pleading] on a nonprivileged occasion
to persons who the privilege is not applicable.”27 In refusing to allow the “resourceful
slanderer” from taking advantage of the litigation privilege the California court held that:
It is easily discernible what result would ensue should we condone such an apparent ruse
by providing absolute litigation immunity to the resourceful slanderer. The privileged
defamation, now a barely tolerated exception, would gain full-fledged legitimization. All
that the slanderer would have to do to avoid the consequences of his evil act would be to
file the defamatory matter with the court first, then republish its as an absolutely
privileged matter to the news media or to the public at large, thereby converting the
litigation in the court into litigation in the press or in the street. 28
In Asay v. Hallmark Cards,29 the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals refused to
extend the absolute litigation privilege to the publishing of a complaint to the press. The
Court initially examined the policy behind the absolute privilege and noted that
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publishing a complaint to the press would not “generally inhibit parties or their attorneys
from fully investigating their claims or completely detailing them for the court or other
parties” and that “the important factor of judicial control is absent.”30
The Court followed the reasoning in Bradley regarding the resourceful slanderer,
but seemed to focus in its holding more upon to whom the pleading was published
holding:
[W]hile a defamatory pleading is privileged, that pleading cannot be a predicate
for dissemination of the defamatory matter to the public or third parties not
connected with the judicial proceeding. Otherwise, to cause great harm and
mischief a person need only file false and defamatory statements as judicial
pleadings and then proceed to republish the defamation at will under the cloak of
immunity. 31

As the Asay and Bradley Courts found it defies logic to provide an absolute
privilege to a party or attorney that has control over the content of the underlying
complaint.

Such an extension of the absolute privilege provides far too great an

opportunity to engage in intentional offensive defamatory acts while utilizing the official
filing of the complaint as a shield to any liability for such actions.
In Green Acres Trust v. London32, the Court addressed the pre-filing publication
to the press of an underlying class action complaint by attorneys which alleged the
plaintiff engaged in fraud. In following Asay, the Court moved away from looking at
subjective intent of the publisher and began to apply a dual test regarding “both content
and manner of the extra-judicial communications”. The court specifically examined the
person who received the extra-judicial communication and found that “the recipient of
the communications, the newspaper reporter, had no relation to the proposed class action”
and was only “a concerned observer.”33
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An Attorney’s Ethical Considerations
The Asay Court also addressed an argument that not extending the privilege to
such communications would prevent attorneys from performing “their ethical duty to
effectively represent their clients.”34 In addressing and rejecting the argument that an
attorney could not effectively represent their client if they could not make such extrajudicial publications the Court noted that there are other ethical considerations which take
precedence. The Court found more compelling the Attorney’s ethical duty not to seek
out publicity that would likely interfere with the fairness of the underlying litigation and
the duty not to do unnecessary harm to an adversary.35 The Court recognized that
involving the press may be a litigation tactic, but that if that was a tactic it was
undertaken by an attorney at his own risk.36 Specifically, the Court held:
[W]e consider their conduct to be inconsistent with our rules of ethics. Two
ethical tenets directly counsel against the publicity courted by lawyer defendants.
First, lawyers must avoid causing injury to their opponents. An attorney has a
duty to represent his or her clients zealously. But an attorney has as compelling
an obligation to avoid unnecessary harm to an adversary…In addition, a lawyer
may not make or participate in making an extra-judicial statement which he
expects will be disseminated by means of public communication which will likely
interfere with the fairness of an adjudicative proceeding…These two principles,
avoiding unnecessary harm and extra-judicial communications, do not affect a
lawyer’s ability to further his clients interest…Indeed, inflicting unnecessary
harm and inflicting the adversary during a press conference cannot be considered
as legitimately advancing a client’s interest…[A]n attorney who wishes to litigate
his case in the press will do so at his own risk. 37
In C.A.T. Scan Associates v. Ohio-Nuclear Inc.,38 the Federal District Court for
New York reconciled the ethical issues regarding advocating client’s interests with
complete zeal while protecting a person’s right to a good name. The Court found that:
The common law privilege offers a shield to one who publishes libelous
statements in a pleading or in open court for the purpose of protecting litigants' zeal in
furthering their causes. Parties' interest in furthering their causes may be protected
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without clothing them with an absolute right to publicly distribute whatever malicious
matter they may author.
These cases make it abundantly clear that an attorney who wishes to litigate their
case in the press or on the internet as part of the zealous advocacy of their client will not
be able to use the absolute litigation privilege as a shield against potential defamation
suits. While they may choose this tactic they do so at their own risk. Any other holding
would squarely conflict with the other ethical tenets regarding avoiding undue harm to an
adversary and interfering with the fairness in a judicial proceeding.

The Public Document Argument
In C.A.T. Scan Associates the Court also addressed the novel argument that the
publishing of a complaint to the press is privileged because a filed complaint is a public
document.

The Court used similar reasoning to its out of state’s predecessors that

publishing a complaint to the press does not further the policy behind the privilege. The
Court then examined the difference between a plaintiff intentionally publishing a
complaint to the press as a publicity seeking litigation tool and the press independently
obtaining a copy of the pleading. The court specifically stated:
Once filed, the complaint is a public document with access to it available to the
public and the news media. But for the plaintiff, purposely and maliciously, to stimulate
press coverage and wide publicity of a complaint with its allegedly false and malicious
statements is beyond the pale of protection.39
In Bender v. Smith Barney40 the New Jersey court recognized that publishing a
previously filed public document to the press may be an acceptable litigation tactic, but
that such a communication was not privileged.41 The Court recognized that “such
distribution is not protected because it is foreign to the purposes of the privilege and
serves only the interest of the distributor in getting one side of the story out first or most
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vividly.” 42In summary the Court found that “under New Jersey law, the purposeful
dissemination of defamatory allegations contained in a pleading, for purposes of
obtaining publicity of the allegation, causes the otherwise privileged allegations to lose
their protected status when published.”43
While a filed complaint is a public document the fact remains that the complaint
was drafted by an attorney advocate for one side of the litigation. While the press and
public may be entitled to independently obtain a copy of the filed complaint from the
Court Clerk they are also entitled to simultaneously view and obtain copies of any of the
pleadings from the adverse party to the proceeding. Refusing to extend the absolute
litigation privilege to filed court documents ensures that advocates on both sides of the
litigation do not possess the ability to affect the court of public opinion without facing
some type of control or repercussion for potentially influential and untrue utterances.
Recent Decisions and the Two Prong Test
In Bochetto v. Gibson44, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania addressed the
specific issue of the republication of a previously privileged Complaint. In Bochetto an
attorney faxed a copy of the complaint to a reporter at a daily legal publication who
published an article detailing the allegations in the complaint. The trial court ruled that
the publication of the Complaint was protected by the absolute judicial privilege “because
the document had already been filed and was available to the public….[the court] could
not ignore the chilling effect that could result from effectively precluding attorneys from
forwarding copies of the pleadings they have filed to the press.” 45
In reversing the order of the trial court, which had been affirmed by the
intermediate Pennsylvania Superior Court, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania used a
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two prong test to determine if the communication was privileged. The test inquired
whether the republication of the pleadings “1) was issued during the regular course of the
judicial proceedings; and 2) [if] it was pertinent and material to those proceedings.” 46 In
applying the test the Court reviewed another Pennsylvania case, Post v. Mendel,

47

where an attorney drafted a letter detailing misconduct by opposing counsel and sent it to
the attorney, judge, disciplinary board, and the attorney’s client. The Court found that the
communication was issued during the regular course of the judicial proceeding, but was
not pertinent and material to those proceedings, and therefore not "within the sphere of
communications which judicial immunity was designed to protect."48
The court then applied the first prong of the test to the case at hand and found
that even though a complaint was initially privileged “over publishing” or “republishing”
of the complaint to “another audience outside of the proceeding” could extinguish the
privilege.49 The Court ultimately held that “[a]s [the attorney’s] act of sending the
complaint to [the reporter] was an extrajudicial act that occurred outside of the regular
course of the judicial proceedings and was not relevant in any way to those proceedings,
it is plain that it was not protected by the judicial privilege.”50
In Pratt v. Nelson51, the Utah Supreme Court reviewed the denial of a Motion to
Dismiss in which the defendant and her attorneys held a press conference where they
distributed copies of the underlying complaint to the press. The case gained national
attention and even international attention due to the excessive publication of the
complaint in newspapers, television, and on the internet. In a holding which remanded
the case to District Court the Utah Supreme Court found that the excessive publication of
the complaint to the press destroyed the absolute judicial privilege that the complaint
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initially enjoyed. The Court used a similar two prong test to determine whether the
publication of the complaint lost its underlying privilege:
1) [W]hether the recipients of the publication have a sufficient connection to the
judicial proceeding; and 2) whether the purposes of the judicial proceeding
privilege would be furthered by protecting the publication. If the recipients of the
publication are not sufficiently connected to the judicial proceeding and the
purpose of the privilege would not be furthered by protecting the publication then
the statements in question lose their absolute immunity and privileged status.52
In finding that the publication of the complaint to the press destroyed the absolute
judicial privilege the Court held that:
[T]he press generally lack a connection to judicial proceedings sufficient to
warrant an extension of the judicial privilege to statements made by parties to the
press…Their statements were published to more persons than necessary to resolve
the dispute or further the objectives of the proposed litigation. The press had
neither any relation to the pending litigation nor any clear legal interest in the
outcome of the case. At most, the reporters…were acting only in the capacity of
concerned citizens…the reporters played no legitimate role in resolving the
dispute between the parties. As a result, the press in this case clearly lacked a
sufficient connection to the pending proceeding.53
It appears that the recent decisions where two prong tests have been applied have
focused on the original purpose of the privilege to ensure the free flow of communication
in a judicial proceeding. In fact, the second prong of the test appears to ensure that
communications between players to the litigation actually further the purpose of the
underlying litigation. In any case, it is evident that the publishing of a complaint to the
press or on the internet will fail both prongs of the test since the parties and forums are
not part of the underlying litigation and the communication does nothing to further the
underlying litigation.
Application to the Internet
Courts have not specifically addressed the issue of whether a defamatory
complaint published on a law firm’s website extinguishes the absolute litigation privilege.
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However, in Seidl v. Greentree Mortgage Company54, the Colorado Federal District
Court relied upon the Maryland case of Kennedy v. Cannon to find that the publication of
such material on the internet bears even less relation to the underlying proceeding than
publication to the press.55 The Court specifically found that while the internet audience
may be concerned observers they are "even more removed from the proceeding than the
newspaper reporters involved in the Kleier Advertising and Green Acres Trust cases
because the audience chosen was wholly unconnected to the judicial process.”56 The
Court went on to find that “an attorney who wishes to litigate her case in the press and via
the Internet does so at her own risk.”57
Adverse Holdings
Texas appears to be the only state which has found the republication of a
complaint to the press protected by the absolute litigation privilege.

While still valid

law, this holding appears to be based at least partially on questionable reasoning. In
Daystar Residential, Inc. v. Coomer58, the Court of Appeals of Texas held that:
[t]he judicial-proceeding privilege has also been applied to the delivery of pleadings in
pending litigation to the news media after the suit is filed…[j]ust as the mere delivery of
pleadings in pending litigation to the news media does not amount to publication outside
the judicial pleadings that would result in waiver of the absolute privilege, a press release,
advising the media that a lawsuit has been filed, including a basic description of the
allegations, does not amount to publication outside of the judicial proceedings resulting
in a waiver of the absolute privilege

In arriving at its decision the Texas court relied upon another Texas case Hill v. HeraldPost Pub. Co., Inc.,59 for authority that the publishing of judicial pleadings to the press
was privileged.
Hill examined and discounted the finding of Green Acres Trust that the absolute
privilege was waived when a complaint was published to the press. The Hill Court also
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rejected the reasoning in another Texas Court of Appeals case Levingston Shipbuilding
Co. v. Inland West Corp.,60 where the Court held that the publication of a complaint to
the press “stepped out of the umbrella of privilege.” Hill concluded that in Levingston to
come to such a “unique conclusion, the appellate court mistakenly relied” upon another
Texas case which “has no support in the case law and is a deviation from the general rule
of absolute privilege.”61 Finally, the Court in Hill found that:
[t]he harm resulting to the defamed party by delivering a copy of the suit or
motion in a pending proceeding to the news media could demonstratively be no greater
than it would be if the news media reporters got a tip from someone or found the
pleadings on their own…the delivery of pleadings in pending litigation to members of the
news media does not amount to a publication outside of the judicial proceedings,
resulting in a waiver of the absolute privilege.62
The decisions in Daystar Residential and Hill are erroneous because they focus on
whether the recipient of the communication, the press, was independently entitled to
obtain a copy of the pleading instead of on whether the interests of the underlying
litigation were furthered. This position has been squarely rejected in other courts whether
they applied the resourceful slander, ethical considerations, public document, or the two
prong test since the press is not connected to the underlying litigation in any way. A
closer look reveals that the Texas Courts appear to apply a qualified fair reporting
privilege to the publication of the pleadings to the press. The fair report privilege,
discussed below, is a qualified privilege created for an entirely different purpose than the
absolute litigation privilege.
Summary of Absolute Privilege
The absolute litigation privilege is a broad judicial policy that extends to
communications that are in furtherance of the judicial process. The publishing of a
previously privileged judicial complaint to the press has overwhelmingly been found not
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to further the interests of the underlying litigation. While an attorney is not prohibited
from sending a copy of their complaint to the press they should understand the risks
involved including potential exposure for defamation if the allegations in the underlying
complaint are false. Additionally, as seen in Seidl, an attorney faces the same or greater
risk of exposure if they upload judicial pleadings to their website since the internet is
even further removed from the judicial process than the press. While it is clear that the
absolute privilege will not shield an attorney who publishes a judicial pleading to the
press under certain circumstances there may be other qualified privileges that may
provide an affirmative defense to a defamation action.
B.

Qualified or Conditional Privileges

A Qualified or conditional privileges is an exception to the general rule that one
who re-publishes defamatory comments to another is equally liable for defamation.63
These privileges apply when the defamatory communication “advances social policies of
greater importance than the vindication of a plaintiff's reputational interest.”64 When
applying the privilege courts examine whether the publisher had a duty to disclose the
facts known to third persons or whether the communication was made in good faith to
another with a common or corresponding interest in the matter, or a matter of interest to
the public in general.65 The primary difference between conditional privileges and
absolute privileges is that conditional privileges may be overcome under certain
circumstances.
Whether a conditional privilege exists is a question of law for the court to
decide.66 The burden of proving the privilege exists is initially upon the defendant,
however, once a court finds the privilege exists the burden of proof is shifted to the
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Plaintiff to show that the privilege was abused. 67 Abuse is determined: “1) by excessive
or improper publication, 2) by the use of the occasion for a purpose not embraced within
the privilege, or 3) by making a statement which the speaker knows is false.”68 In other
words the privilege must be ”exercised in good faith and without malice.”69 Whether a
conditional privilege has been abused is typically a question for the jury unless after
discovery on summary judgment with all evidence “considered in a light most favorable
to plaintiff” it “is insufficient to raise a factual question upon which reasonable men
might differ.”70 The defense of qualified privilege is an affirmative defense that may not
be raised on a motion to dismiss, but should be set forth in the answer. 71
Statutorily conditional privileges can apply to an infinite set of circumstances it is
typically recognized that there are four common law qualified privileges.72 These
privileges include: “(1) The public interest privilege, to publish materials to public
officials on matters within their public responsibility; (2) the privilege to publish to
someone who shares a common interest, or, relatedly, to publish in defense of oneself or
in the interest of others; (3) the fair comment privilege; and (4) the privilege to make a
fair and accurate report of public proceedings.”73 When a judicial pleading is published
to the press or on the internet only the privilege concerning making a fair and accurate
report of a public proceeding has the potential to apply. This privilege is widely known
as the Fair Report Privilege.74

The Fair Report Privilege

The conditional fair reporting privilege is based on the fact that “[a] trial is a
public event [and] [w]hat transpires in the court room is public property…Those who see
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and hear what transpired can report with impunity.”75 There are three public policy
theories behind this privilege: “(1) the agency rationale, by which the reporter acts as
agent for an otherwise preoccupied public which could, if it possessed the time, energy or
inclination, attend the proceeding; (2) the public supervision rationale, by which the
report provides to the larger community data it needs to monitor government institutions;
(3) or the public information rationale, by which the reporter provides information
affecting the greater welfare.76
In order for the fair report privilege to apply the report of a public proceeding
must be a fair and accurate recount of the public proceeding.77 The privilege also applies
78
to accounts “focusing more narrowly on important parts of such proceedings.” The fair

report is a conditional privilege that can be waived if not exercised “with good faith,
without malice and absent any knowledge of falsity or desire to cause harm.”79 It applies
equally to media and non-media parties.80 Once it has been decided that the report is fair
and it is accurate there is one last hurdle that must be overcome known as the selfreporting exception to the fair report privilege.81
The Self Reporting Exception
The self reporting exception to the fair report privilege is intended to prevent the
original defamer from advancing their defamatory remarks with impunity. The exception
is outlined in the Restatement of Torts, §611, comment c, which states that “[a] person
cannot confer this privilege upon himself by making the original defamatory publication
himself and then reporting to other people what he had stated. This is true whether the
original publication was privileged or not.”82 While on its face this exception seems to
apply in all cases where someone self reports their previous utterance this is not
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necessarily the case.
In Rosenberg v. Helsinki83 the Maryland Court of Appeals addressed the situation
where a witness was sued for defamation after being interviewed by the press on the
courthouse steps immediately after testifying in court. The court found that the witness
has provided the reporter with a fair and accurate report of his in court testimony. The
court noted that “at first blush” the self reporting exception seemed to apply, but then
noted that comment c of the Restatement had been interpreted by “commentators and
cases…as conferring protection upon any persons who do not act maliciously by
commencing judicial proceedings in bad faith and then later repeating their own
defamatory statements under the aegis of privilege.”84 Sensing an unjust outcome, the
court declined to strictly enforce the provisions of the Restatement, but rather found that
the better interpretation was that “the privilege will be forfeited only if the defamer
illegitimately fabricated or orchestrated events so as to appear in a privileged forum in the
first place. That is the true danger against which the self-reported statement exception
must guard.”85
In its analysis the Rosenberg court recognized that the privilege would not extend
to “a person who maliciously institutes a judicial proceeding alleging defamatory charges
and then circulates a press release or other communication based thereon.” 86 However,
in the case before it the Court did not find any of the so called situations of abuse noting
that Rosenberg: 1) testified in open court as an expert witness; 2) he had no personal
stake in the outcome of the hearing; 3) he was approached by a reporter and responded to
her questions; and 4) he accurately and fairly recounted the substance of his testimony.87
Finally the court noted that “[i]n these circumstances to deny the privilege to a witness
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reporting his own testimony, while the privilege is available to any other court spectator
later recounting that same testimony, would defy logic.”88
Courts have recognized that “the privilege does not sanction self-serving republication” of the public proceeding.89 In limited circumstances the privilege has been
taken outside a public proceeding and “extended to reports which described the contents
of pleadings which have been filed with the court.”90 However, the privilege has not been
extended to an attorney who provides the press a copy of the complaint without
solicitation. Courts have recognized “the fact that the communication is made in response
to a request is of particular importance” when applying the privilege.91 The privilege can
also be lost if it is inaccurate, unfair, garbled, or “where comments or insinuations are
added.”92
The fair report privilege has not been extended to attorneys who publish a
complaint to the press.

In Kurczaba v. Pollock,93 the Illinois Court of Appeals

specifically addressed whether the dissemination of a complaint by the attorney who filed
the complaint qualified for the fair reporting privilege. In finding that the complaint was
a public record, but not privileged the Court applied the self reporting exception to the
fair report rule to deny the privilege.94 The court applied Restatement of Torts §611,
comment c, holding “whether the original publication was privileged or not…In the
instant case, defendant made the original defamatory publication [the complaint] and then
‘reported’ the same matter to others. Based on this alone, the fair report of judicial
proceedings privilege is not available to defendant.”

95

The court also found that the

privilege did not apply since the defendant had added comment “not solely contained in
the public records or proceedings” and the complaint did not mirror the actual public
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document and was not therefore, fair and accurate.96
The fair report privilege has been extended to comments provided by an attorney
when contacted by a reporter who had independently obtained a copy of the complaint.97
In The Savage is Loose Company v. United Artists98, the Court found that the attorney
“did not seek out [the press] for the purpose of publicizing the allegations of the
complaint.”99 The analysis found the “remarks [by the attorney] were confined to
repeating the substance of the complaint” and “were a fair and true report of the
complaint.”100 The Court recognized that the privilege was “subject to limitations” if a
party “maliciously asserts false and defamatory charges in judicial proceedings for the
purpose of publicizing them in the press is not entitled to claim immunity, statutory, or
otherwise.”101 This position was clarified in the subsequent case of Bridge C.A.T. Scan
Associates v. Ohio-Nuclear Inc.,102 which made clear that the intentional dissemination of
a complaint “to stimulate press coverage and wide publicity…with its allegedly false and
malicious statements is beyond the pale of protection.”103
The Judicial Action Exception
Another exception to the fair report privilege that seems to be losing favor in the
courts, but it still regarded as the majority view is the “judicial action” exception to the
fair report privilege.104 The exception is based on the Restatement (Second) of Torts,
§611, comment (e), at 299, which states:
[a] report of a judicial proceeding implies that some official action has been
taken by the officer or body whose proceedings are thus reported. The publication,
therefore, of the contents of preliminary pleadings[,] such as a complaint or petition,
before any judicial action has been taken is not within the rule stated in this Section. An
important reason for this position has been to prevent implementation of a scheme to file
a complaint for the purpose of establishing a privilege to publicize its content and then
dropping the action.
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While still the majority view the requirement of some judicial action before the
fair report privilege attaches has come under attack. The arguments against requiring
judicial action are that: 1) the filing of a complaint is a public act; 2)the privilege serves
the public’s interest in the judicial system and this interest begins with the filing of the
complaint; 3)the judicial action requirement is ineffective in preventing frivolous
pleadings; and 4)the public is sophisticated enough to understand that a complaint is only
one side of the story.105 However, the refusal to extend the privilege has primarily been
reviewed in light of media defendants who republish a filed complaint with no judicial
action and has not been applied to attorneys.106 Other Courts when faced with non-media
defendants have relied upon Restatement (Second) of Torts, §611, comment c, self
reporting exception to deny the fair report privilege to attorneys seeking its shield.107
Summary of the Fair Report Privilege
It is doubtful that attorneys utilizing press releases and publishing previously filed
pleadings to the press or on the internet will be able to take advantage of the fair report
privilege. While there may be some narrow exceptions to this rule such as in Savage the
fact that attorneys are advocates in the judicial process should make most courts hesitant
in extending the fair report privilege to attorneys. This is especially true if the attorney
initiated the contact with the press or controlled the website where the pleading were
published on. In declining to extend the fair reporting privilege courts may use either the
self-publishing exception, the judicial action exception, or find that the publication of the
pleading abused the purpose the privilege was intended for.
C. Exposure Far Beyond What is Contemplated

In today’s world when dealing with a newsworthy case, it is difficult to resist the
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urge to get your side of the story out to the public. It is not debatable that the press and
the internet can be extremely useful litigation tools that can provide an attorney with a
competitive edge in presenting their case. The urge to use these tools must be coupled
with an acute awareness of where your potential exposure for defamation arise. If false
statements are alleged in the complaint that pertain to a criminal act or the opposing
parties profession a defamation action could arise without the need to prove special
damages. This is especially true if the parties being sued are attorneys and the allegations
allege fraud or dishonesty.108
Furthermore, this exposure could come from un-named parties that were never
named in the pleadings, but only referred to, such as owners of small companies and
members of identifiable groups.

Additionally, the theory of vicarious liability may

subject a firm to a defamation action including punitive damages for an attorney’s
overzealous representation of their client. Finally, attorney’s and staff members who
simply follow instructions, may find themselves liable for simply sending a fax, mailing a
letter, sending an email, or uploading a document to their company website.
Parties Who May Sue for Defamation
There is no requirement in a suit for defamation that the plaintiff was personally
named in the defamatory comments. Rather the inquiry the courts make is whether the
allegedly defamatory remarks were “of or concerning” plaintiff. This is a common law
doctrine and a constitutional requirement.109 The “of or concerning” requirement is
satisfied if the listener concludes the alleged comment refers to plaintiff “even if the
plaintiff is never named or is misnamed.”110

Whether the “complaint alleges facts

sufficient to make reasonable the connection between the libel and the plaintiff is a
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question for the court.”111 The court should take into account whether it is reasonable for
a listener to understand that the remark referred to Plaintiff as well as evidence presented
that shows the comments actually were reasonably understood to pertain to the
Plaintiff.112 It is not required that the general public understand the defamatory remark
referred to plaintiff, but only that those who know the plaintiff and are familiar with the
circumstances understood that the comments were referring to the plaintiff.113
Extraneous evidence including innuendo and colloquium may be used to show
“that the plaintiff was intended to be referred to by the maker and was understood to be
referred to by the reader.”114 It is also widely recognized that hearsay is admissible to
show the reaction of persons in response to hearing the defamatory comments under the
state of mind exception to the hearsay rule.115 A motion to dismiss for lack of standing
will fail unless the defendant can show “that there are no set of facts plaintiff can prove
which would entitle [plaintiff] relief.”116 The ultimate decision about whether the
defamation actually pertains to the plaintiff is one for the jury. 117
Defamation of a Company
An attorney suing a business should always be aware of potential defamation suits
from owners and officers of the business. There is no set rule that the defamation of a
company is “of or concerning” its owners and “[c]ases from other jurisdictions give little
aid because the results diverge greatly.”118 In reviewing the cases throughout the
jurisdictions there are patterns that appear to arise. The courts will look at the name of
the company for guidance. If the plaintiff’s surname is part of the business name it is
likely that the defamatory remarks refer to the plaintiff.119 The size of the company is
another important factor that courts examine. The smaller the size of the company in
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terms of employees the more likely the Court will find that the defamation pertained to
plaintiffs.120
The Courts also give great weight to the Plaintiff’s role in the company. The
more active the plaintiff in operating the company the more likely it is that the “of or
concerning” requirement will be met. This is especially true if the subject matter of the
alleged defamatory comments is under the supervision or control of the plaintiff or when
the plaintiff is an owner operator of the company.121 Where the plaintiffs allege that they
are investors or stockholders the courts typically will not find the “of or concerning”
standard to be met.122
Courts have also examined the nature of the defamatory language to determine the
connection required in order to find defamation. The more serious the allegations the less
stringent the proof of clear reference required since any connection to the damaging
remarks could affect plaintiff.

In Jankovic v. International Crisis Group,123 the court

analyzed whether the defamation of a “global enterprise” for being connected to a
potentially corrupt government was as severe as being associated with “connections to
organized crime, an entity whose very existence is criminal.”124 The Court found that
“[a]ny connection to ‘organized crime connotes involvement with illegal activity,
whereas a statement accusing a Serbian bank of ties to a Serbian government agency
requires something more to even arouse suspicion of corruptive complicity and resultant
defamatory implications.”125 The Court went on to find that the alleged defamatory
remarks “do not carry the same sinister message as an accusation of connections to
organized crime.”126
On motion to dismiss a court should make a two prong test to determine whether
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the plaintiff has standing. The court should examine: 1) whether under the circumstances
a reasonable person could make the connection between the business and plaintiff; and 2)
whether there is evidence that persons actually did make the connection between the
defamation of the company and plaintiff and whether this connection was reasonable..127
If there are specific facts on the record alleging that a third party understood the reference
to plaintiff then the court should review the comments for reasonableness “drawing
favorable inferences for the non-moving party and viewing the alleged remarks from the
perspective of the listeners.”128 Hearsay is also typically admissible to show how a third
party perceived the defamatory comments.129 In Caudle v. Thomason,130the Court in
reviewing a motion to dismiss that was granted accepted plaintiffs plead allegations
(which did not include people who understood the language as referring to plaintiff) and
stated:
Taking these allegations to be true, and resolving all ambiguities in favor of [plaintiff],
the Court is unable to say that a reasonable listener, familiar with the [situation]…would
not infer that [plaintiff] was responsible for or involved with the alleged wrongdoing of
[the company]. Thus, the Court is unable to say that there are no set of facts plaintiff can
prove which would entitle him to relief…That, of course, is sufficient to defeat a motion
to dismiss.”

There are other considerations that Courts have taken into account when making
the “of and concerning” determination. In Murdaugh Volkswagen, Inc. v. First Nat. Bank
of South Carolina,131 the court affirmed a jury instruction that included “the recognition
by the person uttering the defamation that the individual officer or shareholder is the
person ultimately responsible for the business decisions and financial problems of the
corporation.”132. The fact that plaintiff needs to show that defamatory comments were
“of or concerning” plaintiff “does not convert the libel into one that requires the pleading
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of special damages.”133 The Court should also be aware that the “words cannot be read in
isolation”, but must be “read as a whole” to determine what the implication of the
defamatory language is.134

Extrinsic facts can also be used to meet the “of or

concerning” requirement. as long as “they were known to those who read or heard the
publication.”135
The Small Group Exception
Attorneys suing unions or other identifiable groups should also understand that if
the group is small enough or if any individual members are singled out than they may
face a potential defamation action from members of the group. Typically the defamation
of a group does not defame an individual Plaintiff.136 However, when the group is less
than 20 or 30 members it fits the “small group” exception rule and naming the Plaintiff in
the allegedly defamatory statement is not necessarily required.137
In Jankovic v. International Crisis Group,138 the Court found that “[w]hen a
statement refers to a group, a member of that group may claim defamation if the group's
size or other circumstances are such that a reasonable listener could conclude the
statement referred to each member… or `solely or especially' to the plaintiff." 139
In order to meet the small group exception “a member of the derogated group
must demonstrate either that "(a) the group or class is so small that the matter can
reasonably be understood to refer to the member [hereinafter the "small-group
exception"], or (b) the circumstances of publication reasonably give rise to the conclusion
that there is particular reference to the member.140 If the small group is named and “each
and every member of the group or class is referred to, then any individual member can
sue.”141 While there is no “bright line" clearly outlining when a group is too big to sue
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for an unnamed individual generally un-named group members “are not permitted to sue
for group defamation if the group has more than 25 members; they will almost invariably
not be permitted to sue if the group has more than 100 members.”142

Liability May Extend to Attorneys in the Firm who had Only Limited
contact with the Pleading or the Firm Itself
Recently in Missner v. Clifford,143 the Appellate Court of Illinois addressed the novel
issue of regarding what degree of participation in a judicial action was required in order
for a member of a firm to incur liability for defamation. As a preliminary matter, the
court determined that “any act by which defamatory matter is communicated to someone
other than the person defamed is a publication.”144 The court then explored, but did not
decide whether verification alone on a complaint constituted a defamatory
communication. They found that this issue is best reserved for the jury unless it “presents
with convincing clarity.”145
The court then explored the issue of participation in the publication and relied
upon Restatement (Second) of Torts §617, comment a, in holding that “[a]ll persons that
cause or participate in the publication of defamatory matters are responsible for such
publication.” 146 The Court found that this also was a question for the jury.147 The court
went on to speculate that certain factors including who signed and filed the complaint,
who was listed as lead attorney, who issued press releases concerning the complaint, who
had authority to amend filings, who planned and attended meetings concerning the action,
and who was involved in strategy discussions were all factors that a jury could look to in
making the decision regarding participation.148
While all attorneys should be aware of their potential exposure to defamation, law
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firms should also understand that they may be vicariously liable for actions of their
employees.149 Under the doctrine of respondent superior an employer may be liable for
defamatory conduct of its employees if the defamatory remarks were made within the
scope of their employment.150 Liability based on respondent superior also includes
liability for punitive damages.151 While this may on occasion cause an unjust result the
risk of not allowing for punitive damages against an employer potentially presents an
equally unacceptable outcome.152
Summary
The court’s opinion in Missner should act as a red flag to all law firms that engage
the press or the internet as part of their litigation strategy. Whether these firms submit
the filed complaint to the press or simply upload the complaint to their website these
simple actions will extinguish the absolute litigation privilege and are outside the purview
of any conditional privileges. The potentially devastating consequences of undertaking
such tactics include potentially expensive and time consuming defamation actions that
not only exhaust resources, but also adversely affect a firm’s standing with insurance
carriers and their existing clients. The best course of action is to make sure that all
members of the firm are aware of the potentially devastating effects of publishing
pleadings outside the confines of the judicial proceeding. Firms are also well advised to
develop policies for addressing issues when they are requested to comment on pending
litigation. While the internet and press are still potentially very useful litigation tools all
attorneys should be well aware of the pitfalls and risks associated with their use.
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